
Doctoral Degree scholarship
in aeronautics and space travel technology



scholarship program

Munich Aerospace grants scholarships to support young scientists in 
their doctoral studies. the scholarships are intended for university graduates 
with a degree in a subject related to aeronautics and space travel who wish to 
obtain a doctoral degree at the technical University munich (tUm) or the 
University of the german armed Forces (UniBw).

this scholarship program is restricted to doctoral theses on topics proposed 
by the munich aerospace research groups. Within each research group, at 
least two of the four munich aerospace partners co-operate on a defined key 
topic. thus, scholarship recipients will have an opportunity to conduct research 
on a specific key topic as part of a munich aerospace research group. 

these research groups are lead by professors, depart-

ment heads or qualified research associates from a univer-

sity or a non-university munich aerospace partner.



current scholarship 

announcements are posted on the 

munich aerospace website:

www.munich-aerospace.de

Research projects related to the following Principal Research Themes are 
currently in progress: 

  aUtonomoUs Flight

  saFety in orBit

  geoDetic earth oBservation

  aDvanceD aerospace commUnications & navigation

  aviation management

in addition, the scholarship program offers candidates the opportunity to enrol
in the munich aerospace graduate school where students participate in a core 
program comprising elements normally offered to doctoral candidates at tUm 
(technical University munich) or Dlr (german aerospace center), and, in 
addition, courses specific to munich aerospace.



a doctoral degree scholarship is typically granted for a 
maximum of four years. 

the monthly scholarship payment is 1,575 euros (tax exempt). 
additional grants are also given for reasonable expenses directly 
related to the doctoral studies.

scholarship BeneFits

you may apply at any time to  stipendien@munich-aerospace.de

 please include the following documents:

cover letter | curriculum vitae | two reference letters from academic referees |

certified copies of relevant academic degrees



prereqUisites 
For a Doctoral Degree scholarship yoU Will neeD 

 an academic degree in a subject related to aeronautics and space  
 travel with a final grade of „good“ or better, or a grade of similar 
 qualification; you must have graduated within the last three years   
 prior to applying for a scholarship

 to fulfill the prerequisites for admission to a doctoral program at 
 tUm or UniBw
 
 a written consent from a university professor affiliated with tUm of  
 UniBw who will assume your supervision

 to become part of a munich aerospace research group

 to enrol at the munich aerospace graduate school



the technical University munich (tUm), the University of the german armed 
Forces (UniBw), the german aerospace center (Dlr) with accompanying institutes 
located in oberpfaffenhofen, as well as Bauhaus luftfahrt have merged resources, 
establishing on July 9, 2010 a research, development and academic center for the 
purpose of pooling individual key competencies in the areas of aeronautics and 
space travel.

By combining research, teaching, graduate programs and assistance as well as a 
scholarship program offered by munich aerospace, it will be possible for the first 
time in germany to unite the research and teaching efforts of a state university, a 
federal university and two research institutions. 

the goals of the association are especially served by the identification of 
common research goals and research priorities, and an ambition to foster munich 
as an attractive european scientific and academic center for aeronautics and 
space travel.
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